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Athletics put on NCAA probation
By Dan Ruthemeyer
and Pamela Varma
Mustang Daily Editors

The Cal Poly athletic program has been
placed on probation for one year for in
fractions in the men’s basketball program,
and former Cal Poly basketball coach Er
nie Wheeler has been publicly repri
manded, the NCAA said Monday.
Although the probation includes all Cal
Poly intercollegiate teams, it will not af
fect either season competition or
postseason play. It will, however, subject
the school’s athletic program to monitor
ing by the NCAA.
Wheeler resigned as head basketball
coach prior to fall quarter and took the
position of special assistant of University
Relations. Cal Poly President Warren
Baker said Monday that Wheeler’s
employment with the university when his
current contract expires is in doubt.

“ I don’t believe he’ll be here at the uni said, addding that the university knew of
such activities for many years.
versity after June 30,” Baker said.
Bernstein said the preseason practice
A report released by the National Col
violation
occurred in fall 1985 in the Cal
legiate Athletic Association said Wheeler
Poly
physical
education course 183. The
violated provisions regarding tryouts by
NCAA’s
report
charged the university
personally observing prospective players
in basketball pickup games with current with failing to properly monitor' the
team members and having them assist course, Bernstein said.
The infractions of NCAA legislation
him in determining whether to award fi
came
to light during the course of an in
nancial aid, the Associated Press reported.
vestigation
involving another institution,
According to Stan Bernstein, Cal Poly
Public Affairs director, the NCAA report the NCAA said in a news release.
Baker said he wasn’t surprised at the
said the tryout rule was violated in the
NCAA’s
action but was unsure if the uni
springs of 1983, 1984 and 1985. In addi
versity
would
take advantage of the 15tion, the report said there was a lack of
institutional control of the program, 'day period in which it can appeal the pro
bation.
Bernstein said.
,
“ We learned (of the violations) and filed
Wheeler also allowed team members to
a
report with the NCAA based on infor
become involved in basketball practice
prior to Oct. 15 by participating in certain mation provided Jby basketball coaches,
basketball activities during a physical and subsequently we found out that prac
education course in basketball, the NCAA tice did start early,” Baker said. “ We had

Browsing taboo in closed stacks
Experience indicates open periodicals are troublesome
Bv Diane Zundel
By

.............

Browsing
through
iTlrtß!
an unlimited number
of magazines in the
Kennedy
L ib ra ry ’s
p erio d icals section
without restrictions may appeal to a great number
of Cal Poly students, but librarians say past experience has proved this method unsuccessful.
The policy of the periodicals department is closed
stacks, in which magazines and newspapers are
retrieved and shelved strictly by staff. A maximum
number of five items can be checked out in a twohour period.
Prior to December 1980, when the library was in
Dexter Building, the department’s policy was open
stacks. Patrons were allowed to look freely through
periodicals, similar to how books are now, without
help from staff or limits on time or number.
But many problems arose with this method.
“ We had a lot of complaints from patrons regarding open stacks,” said Dianne Lane, current
periodicals supervisor. Problems included difficulty
finding magazines because patrons would throw
them “ everywhere but in their proper place” or hide
them for their own future use, explained Lane. Also,
she said, magazines were in poor condition and constantly being repaired.
Lane said the only benefit to open stacks was that
patrons had the privilege to browse and “ come
across things they may not come across otherwise.”
This privilege is still available with closed stacks,
she said, but students have to check out the materi
als first.

inore Brrestcd in
CBniDllS kee theft
^

Lane convinced the
library’s adm inistra By Diane Zundel
tio n
th a t
clo sed staff Writer
periodical stacks could
Two more Cal Poly students
work at Cal Poly.
were arrested Friday in connec
“ There are many tion with last month’s theft of a
advantages to this beer keg and tapper from the
method,” she explained. “ It only takes us one to campus police station.
two minutes to retrieve an item and the patron can
Mitchell J. Yantis and John C.
be assured of finding the material. We can tell them Fanucci, both 21 and of San Luis
exactly where the magazine is — if it’s checked out, Obispo, were arrested for inter
on the shelf, bound, or on microfilm.” She added fering and obstructing a police
that with closed stacks, the periodicals department investigation and suspicion of
can keep statistics on magazine use, which helps the accessory to possession of stolen
library determine whether an item is worth retaining.
When the current periodicals converted to closed
stacks seven years ago, the department received
numerous complaints. But people grew accustomed
to the prompt, reliable service, said Lane. Now,
complaints about the restrictions of closed stacks
are rare, but people still gripe about having to check By Paul J. Roberts
out magazines when they “ just want to stand by the staff Writer
The
Foundation Board of
(periodicals) desk and look at the magazine for a
Directors’ nominating committee
minute,” she said.
“ 1 don’t think students realize that this is a really will hold a public meeting Wed
good system, compared to the alternative,” said nesday to announce nominees for
four openings on the board.
Lane.
The four seats include one
Although open periodical stacks at Cal Poly have
not worked, UC Santa Barbara has been successful vacated earlier this year by Russ
Brown, former dean of students,
with this method.
The UC Santa Barbara library has always had and those currently held by
open periodical stacks, said Darren Keller, an assis- ‘James Strom, vice president of
university relations; Tomlinson
tant in the library’s periodicals section.
See PERIODICALS, page 6 Fort Jr., former provost and cur

...........................................................................

staff Writer

anticipated, certainly, the results related
to the infractions.”
The investigation conducted by the uni
versity began in mid-May and concluded
in the middle of the summer, said Baker.
Athletic Director Kendrick Walker and
athletic faculty representative Michael
Wenzl met with representatives of the
NCAA infractions committee last week
and discussed the infractions. Baker said.
Wenzl refused to comment Monday night
and Walker was out of town on vacation
until May 11.
Assistant Athletic Director Marilyn
McNeil said, “ The university has chosen
to make no comment until the report has
been read by the proper authorities.”
Baker said he couldn’t comment on the
fact that all athletic teams were placed on
probation because he hadn’t yet seen the
NCAA’s report, however he said the issue
involved only the men’s basketball team.

&
property, said Alan Blair, uni
versity police officer. They were
booked into county jail, with bail
set at $2,000 each.
Blair said Yantis and Fanucci
had apparently conspired with
Brian Klingsheim and Soren Ar
chibald, the two suspects ar
rested April 18 for allegedly
breaking into Public Safety to
retrieve the keg and tapper cam
pus police had confiscated from a
See ARREST, page 6

Foundation board to
announce nominees

rently a metallurgy professor;
and Howard West, chairman of
the board and university
associate executive vice presi
dent.
Strom and West are expected
to be re-elected. Fort, who has
been on the payroll as a professor
but not teaching any classes, will
return to full-time teaching next
fall. Fort resigned as provost Ju
ly 1.
The board consists of seven
See BOARD, page 6

Poly aero students participate

Airport Day draws crowd
IN QUOTES

By Dianna Callesen
staff Writer

The Cal Poly Aeronautical Engmeering Club participated for the
first time Sunday in the annual San Luis Obispo County Airport
Day.
Brett Larsen, Airport Day coordinator for the club, said he saw the
day as a good way for the school to represent itself in the community
and for the club to show some of the things members have ac
complished. Larsen has been active on the Airport Day Commission
since January, and is largely responsible for the club’s participation
in the annual event.
See AIRPORT, page 3

Cal Poly catcher John
Orton Is expected to be
one of the first picks in
the June draft. See story
in SPORTS, page 10.

What can you conceive more silly and ex
travagant than to suppose a man racking his
brains, and studying night and day how to fly?
— William Law
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LETTERS

ON THE STREET

Stalls: Give us liberty
or give us good food

Are you worried about getting skin cancer?
Myra Arlana, parl-time sunbalher/full-lim e
architecture
freshman;
Not really. 1 don’t want to get
wrinkles on my face, but people
have been in the sun forever.
They’ve just started studying it
now, but no one cared before.

Paul Zwetsloot, part-time sunh a th e r/fu ll-tim e
biological
sciences sophomore:
Not too much. It’s worth it
getting sun if you use protection.
There are a lot of advantages to
having a nice tan.

Gwen Madison, part-time sunhather/full-tim e
architecture
freshman:
Yes. That’s why I use protec
tion. 1 use 15 SPF (sun-protec
tion factor) on my hands and
face. 1 start on a higher SPF
when 1 first start laying out and
then I go lower.

part-time sunphysical educa-

Jeff l.abrado,
bather/full-time
tion junior:
No. There are so many other
th in g s
to
w o rry
a b o u t.
Everything harms you, no mat
ter what you do. Everything af
fects your health in some way.

Have you heard the story
about the motorist who, while
waiting at a stoplight, read a
bumper sticker that exclaimed,
“ Honk If You Love Jesus?’’ The
man honked in response — and
was promptly given the finger by
the bumber sticker’s owner!
Considering human nature,
especially the nasty side brought
on by traffic, this event has pro
bably happened more than once.
It got me to thinking about
religious messages on cars and
the propriety of them.
My question: Can one properly
and morally convey spirituality
and faith toward one’s deity on a
Buick?
By religious messages, I mean
Christian slogans such as “ Jesus
Lives’’ and
“ Christians Aren’t
Perfect — Just Forgiven.’’ Rare
ly does one see a sticker pro
claiming “ Judaism: Yes’’ or
“ Hindus Aren’t Perfect — Just
Reincarnated.’’
But the religion celebrated is
immaterial; what matters is the
rightness or wrongness of bump
er worship.
By the way, bumper stickers
aren’t the only means of exprès-

PERSPECTIVES

Celebrating Christ
on a Chrysler
sing religious views. The familiar
spin-offs of the yellow “ Baby On
Board’’ diamonds are now widely
seen and declare messages like
“ Jesus Loves You.’’
The most irreverent of these is
“ Jesus On Board,’’ an example of
the abuse religious signs are
open to. Also, the sign makers
have capitalized on the trend of
using symbols and pictures to
convey messages.
The most elegant symbol is the
metal Christian fish. Although
the fish is a symbol of Chris
tianity, its attachment to cars
mystifies me. I assume they are
cemented on the car by the
owner, but seeing one on a brand
new car prompted me to think it
was some kind of option.
I can picture the invoice posted
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on a new Ford: “ Options include
air conditioning, tinted windows
and Christian fish.’’ I wonder if
the fish owners ever see trout
decals on the windows of Winnebagos
an d
m u tte r
to
themselves, “ Blasphemers.’’
It is also common to see clever
pictures promoting a religious
message. A particularly silly one
is a silhouette of a devil with a
red line drawn over it; “ No
Satan,’’ I expect the message is.
But it is difficult for me to ap
preciate the impact of Satan
when the Prince of Darkness
looks so much like Batman.
Anyway, no matter what me
dium is used to express one’s
deity, the essential question re
mains: Is it right to do so on a
car? Those in favor claim that

method of worship is irrelevent;
it's the message that counts.
Those opposed to bumper wor
ship contend that religion is a
private facet of life and should be
practiced at home and at church,
not on Interstate 80. Who is
right?
Stepping into the role of (par
don the expression) devil’s ad
vocate, I must point out to those
opposed to bumper worship that
life’s other aspects are extolled
on stickers: politics, sex, sports,
etc.
So why not religion, too? On
the contrary, I must also pose
this question: Would God ap
prove of seeing His name on a
red and purple reflective sticker
nestled between others that read
“ Party ’Til You Puke?’’
I suppose I shouldn’t worry
about celebrating Christ on a
Chrysler. Society has its way of
seeing that such things don’t go
too far. When a Chevy pulls up
and you notice on it an airbrushed rendition of the Last Supper
entitled “ Heaven on Wheels,’’
it’s gone too far.
Steve DeRosa is an electronic
engineering senior.
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Editor — Mountain bikes, as
stated in a recent Mustang Daily ar
ticle, are popular. Used properly in
the appropriate place, they provide
recreation and transportation. The
campus east of the president’s
home is an inappropriate place. The
canyon’s hillsides have been worn
down and rocks have been moved
and broken.
Also, more trails are becoming
visible on the hillside south of the
Graphic Arts Building. I object to an
area on the central campus being
marred. True, it’s a secluded site.
But others have enjoyed it as a
quiet area. Architecture classes
have done design projects there. I
take field trips there and have
pointed out lichens, puffballs,
mushrooms and mosses. Some of
these have been destroyed, and if
the area continues to be used by
bikers, more of the canyon will
become unsuitable for their growth.
I urge bikers to stay on roads and
established paths. Let’s not destroy
natural landscape unnecessarily.
SHIRLEY SPARLING
Biological Sciences Dept.

Correction
In a story on earthquakes
Friday, geology professor
David Chipping should have
been stated as saying an ear
thquake is predicted to occur
along the San Andreas Fault
near Shandon and Cholame
within the next five years.
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Some places not right
for mountain bikes
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Editor — Concerning the article
about the deficient food service,
how can Alan Cushman, the
associate to the Food Services
director, hold his job? How can he
say students criticize the horrible
food so we can have something to
blame our low test scores on? We
wouldn’t be complaining if the food
was decent. If there was no problem
with the food, no article would have
been written in the first place.
Give us the choice to buy the
meal plan. Why are the dormies
forced to buy a meal card? We are
paying good money for food that is
often truly inedible. You guys are
ripping us off with your turkey dijon
and veal parmesian. Please stop.
EDDIE GRANNIS
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Schools will get ‘fair share’

Court issues obscenity ruling

Chevron refinery questioned

SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov. George Deukmejian
said Monday he would give schools a “ fair share’’ of any
excess state revenue, which educators believe could
mean enough to “ break even’’ next year.
But Deukmejian, addressing a group of school board
members, again scolded those who are calling on him to
provide additional school funding in the proposed
1987-88 state budget. Education can be improved
without pouring more money into the system, he said.
“ Nobody in education seems to want to do away with
anything. They Just want more and more,’’ he said.
The Republican governor also said he would have to
veto much of the legislation that would add about $2
billion in education spending next fiscal year and will
resist any measures that would force tax increases.

WASMINGTON (AP) — Juries should not use “ com
munity standards’’ when deciding whether to rescue
certain material from being labeled obscene because it
has redeeming values, the Supreme Court ruled Monday.
The decision could make it more difficult to convict the
sellers of sexually explicit materials under state
obscenity laws.
By a 6-3 vote, the justices said employees of two Il
linois adult bookstores may have been convicted unjust
ly on charges of violating a state obscenity law.
The court said jurors should not have been told to use
a subjective standard in deciding whether the magazines
were without any redeeming social value.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.,
says Chevron Corp. should pull its refinery operation out
of Angola, contending the plant is helping pay for Cuban
troops and Soviet arms.
Burton spoke on Sunday at a news conference attend
ed by Moward Phillips of the Conservative Caucus,
which is leading a dozen members to Chevron’s annual
stockholders meeting here on Tuesday.
“ Chevron should pull out ... and give the freedom
fighters an opportunity to force a coalition government,’’
Burton said, referring to the troops of UNITA, the Na
tional Union for the Total Independence of Angola.
About 90 percent of the revenue Angola generates
from Chevron’s oil operations in Cabinda goes toward
maintaining the presence of Cuban troops and Soviet
arms, said Burton.

More Nixon papers released

Dam is Californians’ problem
SACRAMENTO (AP) — If Californians want the $2
billion Auburn Dam completed, they should take over
the job and not wait for the federal government to do it.
Interior Secretary Don Model said Monday.
“ You’re talking about a dam that may be completed
25 to 40 years from now,’’ if left to the federal govern
ment, Model said, while the project could be completed in
three to five years with another source of funds.
Me added that even if his agency decided today that it
wanted to resume work on the dam 25 mites east of
Sacramento, it would be “ extremely difficult’’ to get the
funds from Congress.

ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — As Richard M. Nixon’s
political advisers planned his 1972 re-election campaign,
they feared that Ronald Reagan might seek to wrest the
Republican presidential nomination away from Nixon,
according to documents made public Monday.
The political memorandums were among 252,000
pages of Nixon administration documents made public
by the< National Archives. Their release came after a
13-year effort by Nixon and many of his former
associates to keep them secret.
The bulk of what was released Monday was unrelated
to the Watergate scandal which drove Nixon from the
presidency.

Pope wants Soviet freedom
SPEYER, West Germany (AP) — Pope John Paul II
ended his West German visit Monday with a call for
religious freedom in the Soviet bloc and praise for those
who opposed the “ mass hysteria and propaganda” of the
Nazi era.
John Paul said free exercise of religion is “ one of
man’s basic rights” and is needed to form “ a new united
Europe from the Atlantic to the Ural Mountains” deep
inside Soviet territory.
Me also warned young women against what he termed
“ false freedom” of the feminist movement.

AIRPORT
From page one
Original plans for the display
in c lu d e d
a m a n -p o w e re d
helicopter designed and built by
students. But because a rotor
blade on the craft was damaged
by wind during Poly Royal, club
members
were unable
to
transport it to the airshow.
The finished display included a

smoke tunnel and various air
craft models built by students.
Airport Day began in 1981 as a
“ Good Neighbor” day at the
county-operated airport. It is
co-sponsered by local aviation
groups. In addition to group
displays, there was an airshow
featuring stunt pilots and The
Pelican Skydivers.

The Pelican Skydivers was
founded at Cal Poly in 1971. The
group jumps from an airplane at
12,500 feet, free-falling to 2,000
feet where they then open their
parachutes and float to the
ground. This four-member group
performs annually in airshows
across the country.
There were also about 75 air

craft on display at the event, in
cluding aircraft used by the San
Luis Obispo Sheriff’s Aero
Squadron and the United States
Air Force Auxiliary Civil Air
Patrol. Aircraft types ranged
from home-built gliders to fac
tory-built troop transport crafts.
About 5,000 aircraft en
thusiasts attended the event, ac
cording to Trude Mursh of the

'airport adiministration.
The Cal Poly Aeronautical
Engineering Club plans to par
ticipate in next year’s event.
“ Mopefully we wilt be more or
ganized and have more to show,”
said Larsen. “ The problem is
that most of the stuff we do is on
paper and people like to see ac
tual m odels — not just
blueprints.”

SPORTS MONDAY
More sports coverage than you thought

humanly possible

Great gift ideas
for MOM
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superstars.
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NOTABLES
□ The team of Bernie Bcnninj^hoff, Andy Davis 111, Mario
Henriques and David Nielsen
won the People’s Choice award at
Cal Poly’s Design Village ’87 for
its structure called “ Cocoon.”
The structure was made of white
fabric around a dome-shaped
plastic-pipe frame. The Cal Poly
team tied with the team from
Orange Coast College.
The most habitable structure
was built by a Cal Poly team of
Mike Lerg, Steve Olander, Van
Hoa Pham and Dawn Robinette.
That structure, built of PVC
pipe, blue plastic and cardboard,
was the only student creation
that tried to adapt a floor to its
hillside site.
□ Ten ornamental horticulture
students won awards at the 1987
national field days of the Ameri
can Landscaping Contractors
Association.
Leading the effort was Jenna
Holbrook who placed second in
disease and pest identification,
third in weed and turf identifica
tion, third in surveying and
fourth in interior plant iden

Other winners were: Tom
Groot, runner up in superstars
points, first place, irrigation
design event and third in survey
ing: Tim Kruegar, third in
superstars, third in woody plant
identification and fourth in both
maintenance
estimating
and
maintenance equipment opera
tion; Laurie Beatty, first in brick
patio construction, fourth in
maintenance equipment opera
tion; Tony Franchetto, first place
in small engine repair; Dan J.
Martinez, second in tree climb
ing, second in landscape con
struction estimating and third in
balling and burlapping; Mark
McNally, first in brick patio con
struction and fourth in both
business management and skid
steering: Mike Risso, third in
surveying; Wendy Robinson,
first in weed turf identification,
first in interior plant identifica
tion and third in disease and pest
identification.
□ A certificate of merit was
presented to Cal Poly for
outstanding
achievement
in
alcohol achievement for its ef
forts during National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week. Cal
Poly is one of 50 universities to
receive recognition from the Na
tional Association of Student
Personnel Administrators.

Activities included displays
and information booths, a non
alcoholic “ soberfest” party,
promotion of the Tipsy Taxi ser
vice and announcements on local
radio stations.
□ A team of agricultural
management students from Cal
Poly retained the championship
of the agriculture marketing
competition held April 26 as part
of the annual meeting of the Na
tional Agri-Marketing Associa
tion in St. Louis.
Members of of the team
developed a marketing campaign
for fresh grapefruit for Sunkist
Growers, Inc. Members were:
Ernie W'. Blevens, Jan M. Bo
wles, Sharon J. Brubacher, Lisa
M. Cork and Laura S. Marble.
□ Lark C. Carter, dean of the
School of Agriculture, has been
reappointed to membership on
the Joint Council on Food and
Agricultural Sciences by U.S.
S ecretary
of
A g ricu ltu re,
Richard E. Lyng. Carter, who
has been a member of the na
tional group since 1984, will be
on the board until April 1989.
□ A
s ta te - o f - th e - a r t
phototypesetting
system
has
been given to the graphic com
munication department by the
Compugraphic Corporation in
Massachusetts. The system is
valued at about $60,000.
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Rehearsal for disaster
A training course with a simulated toxic spill
helps local officials prepare fo r the worst
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W o rk e rs m e a s u re th e to x ic ity level o f th e s im u la te d c h e m ic a l s p ill.

rflii
came driving up to the scene, really rather
that o f an innocent bystander on a bicycle. "What
happened here? Is anybody hurtl” we both asked.
nervous. Directly ahead was the scenario /
" I ’m sorry, we don’t have that information right
had been assigned to cover: a toxic waste
now.
The PIO (public information officer) will be
spill. A van had crashed into a United
here
shortly.
Please back away. ’’ Even as he spoke,
States Army truck. The truck was carrying
a woman was being dragged out o f the van by two
seven evil-looking steel drums. The majoritypeople
o f decked in contamination protection gear.
them were now on the ground, though / couldn’t tell
The bicyclist walked over and said, "Hey, is she
if there was any leakage. The drivers o f the two
O KI ” The security man forcibly walked him back,
vehicles were slumped over the wheel, obviously
scathingly saying, " I f you don’t stay put. I ’m going
unconscious.
to wrap that goddamn bike around your neck. ”
I decided to get out o f my car and get some in
With a nuclear power plant in its backyard, it
formation ...
would seem natural for San Luis Obispo to require
its officers, emergency personnel and governmental
Hazardous material spills have become a part of
officials
to be specially trained for chemical spills.
daily life as more and more chemicals are in
Indeed
they
are.
troduced into the environment. To cope with
“
No
longer
are firefighters (only) fighting fires,”
potential accidents, the California Specialized
said
city
councilman
Allen Settle, also a professor
Training Institute was set up to help public of
at
Cal
Poly,
“
San
Luis
wants a degree of protec
ficials from throughout the country effectively
tion.”
react to and manage potentially life-threatening
According to Settle, the city has a hazardous
situations.
materials
procedure that was developed some years
Last week, the CSTI hosted a 4'/2-day seminar
ago
by
the
San Luis Obispo Fire Department.
for the Environmental Protection Agency at their
Called the Joint Powers and Mutual Aids Agree
training grounds at Camp San Luis. Called the
ment, it also applies to earthquakes and floods as
Hazardous Materials Incident Response Opera
well as nuclear and chemical accidents.
tions, the seminar concluded Friday with a toxic
“ It would, of course, depend on the severity of
waste spill simulation, which involved actors and
the emergency,” he said.
real equipment. The students then dealt with all
Cal Poly also seems ready. “ We constantly
the aspects of the incident, including the local
prepare
for them,” said Public Safety officer Don
media, passersby, evacuations, and the spill itself.
Van
Acker,
who is in charge of environmental
The simulation is their dress rehearsal for
health and safety.
disaster.
The two biggest threats at Cal Poly are from
“ The need for training is indeed very necessary,”
laboratory spills and Southern Pacific Railroad ac
said seminar leader Kim Bolig, who works with an
cidents. A lab spill would be quite minor, as the
EPA-contracted company, Enviresponse Inc.
Ed Simons of CSTI agreed, noting t.hat many
chemicals are used only in small quantities —
small towns can handle such small things as gas
though a 30-gallon drum would be treated
leaks, but run into trouble trying to coordinate
“ cautiously.”
emergency response to a train derailment with
A train wreck involving toxics would be far more
toxics.
serious. “ You’re dealing with such large quantities
It was for this reason the CSTI was created in
on
a train,” said Van Acker, who has been through
1971, as a branch of the California Office of
a
CSTI
program.
Emergency Services.
Settle also is concerned about trains, though he
did add that proper labeling of materials, con/ must have been no more than 25 yards from the
scene when security finally noticed my presence and
See TOXIC, page 6
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A w o rk e r 1s h e lp e d o u t o f h is p ro te c tiv e g ea r.

Story by Stewart McKenzie
Photos by Matt Weiser
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PERIODICALS

BOARD

From page 1
“ Basically, you can look at as
many magazines or newspapers
as you want. But you can’t leave
the room with them unless you
check them out,’’ said Keller.
He said students must show an
identification card to get into the
periodicals room. Stealing is rare,
as there are copy machines in the
room and only one exit near the
front desk. The staff tells people
where to find a certain periodical.
When patrons are finished look
ing, they return the periodicals
to the front desk and the staff
reshelves them. This nearly
eliminates damaged and missing
issues, said Keller.
“ A closed system here would
be chaos,’’ he said. “ So many
people come in and look at
Tiagazines. Considering all the
college students, the system
works surprisingly smoothly.’’

From page 1
elected members and members j
appointed by President Warren
Baker from the community and'
student body. Board bylaws re-'
quire that the board include
elected directors from the faculty
and administration. As presi
dent, Baker has the option of
serving as a director, but has
never exercised his privilege.
The deadline for submitting
suggestions for nominations was
Monday. Under board procedure,
the number of nominations will
equal the number of openings.
The board will then vote whether
to elect tliose nominees on May
22. Although the committee ac
cepts nomination suggestions, it
has never nominated anyone but
those suggested by the board or
the president.
West, who is up for re-election,
selected the nominating commit

tee (all board members) which in
cludes home economics professor
Lezlie Labhard (chair). Lark
Carter, dean of the School of
Agriculture; and Professor Rolf
Rogers (management).
The faculty have tried unsuc
cessfully for two years to
nominate their own choice for a
director. Neither the nominating
committee nor the board chose
their suggestions. In a letter to
the Academic Senate, Baker said
they may consider
faculty

were no injuries, with the excep
tion of 500 dead fish.
Then, the following week.
Madonna Construction Co. ac
cidently ruptured a Union Oil
pipeline on San Luis Drive. Local
officials were not notified of the
accident until 50 minutes after
Madonna Construction had con
tacted
federal a u th o ritie s.
Ultimately, it was local workers
who cleaned up the 4,200-gallon
spill.
Finally the PIO comes out to
talk with me, but he offers little
information. Yes, the woman was
taken to the hospital. Yes, she
was unconscious. No, we don’t
know if she was contaminated.
Yes, the area had been evacuated.
Bells are going o ff constantly in
the background, signaling low

oxygen supplies in the con
tamination protection suits. The
PIO leaves, because “he’s busy. ’’
Meanwhile a city councilman, up
fo r re-election, has come over,
demanding to be let through se
curity. While guards are busy
with him, I stalk o ff around the
corner and directly into the crowd
o f the emergency team. A t the
sign o f my first questions, the cry
goes out, ‘‘Security! Security! ’’

choices more closely next year.
Baker usually chooses faculty
nominees.
Criteria for nominees include
employment as a full-time facul
ty or administration member, a
consistent history of active in
volvement and interest in uni
versity affairs, and an ability and
willingness to work productively

through the whole term.
California Administration Code.
There is concern among faculty West, Strom and Carter all have
that some of the directors’ roles interests outside the Foundation
as board members may be a con that the board votes on.
flict of interest with their roles as
The meeting will be held at
adm inistrators
and
faculty, ; 2:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
which is prohibited by the Foundation Conference Room.

ARREST
From page 1
dorm party. Klingsheim and Ar
chibald, both Cal Poly students,
were arrested on suspicion of
burglary, possession of stolen
property and conspiracy.
Yantis and Fanucci covered up
for the two previously arrested,
said Blair, by offering an alibi for
the suspects to the police.
“ Through investigation and
interviews we discovered that
their alibi was false,’’ said Blair,
which led to their arrests.
Blair explained th at by

allegedly lying, Yantis and
Fanucci “ considerably delayed’’
Public Safety’s investigation into
the burglary, and made them ac
complices to a felony. He added
that the suspects “ keep covering
up and drawing more (innocent)
people into the crime.’’
Campus police declined to
comment more on the accessory
to possession of stolen property
charge because it might interfere
with further investigation. More
arrests are expected to be made,
said Blair.

training in his 16 years with the
Department of Fish and Game,
before four years as a statewide
spill response coordinator in
Sacramento. Yes, he has seen his
share of the action.
“ Two times 1 was affected by
chemicals; I had no protective
clothing on,’’ he said.
CSTI and the EPA combined
equipment on this seminar, in
cluding gas masks, filters, pro
tective clothing, radon meters
and the like. The equipment is
worth about $70,000.
This equipm ent becom es
critical for the 23 students and
the support staff of five.
One of the students was Gary
Perry, a member of the Coast
Guard Pacific Strike Team at
Hamilton Air Force Base. Friday

he role-played a security officer,
whose job was to keep innocent
people out of the danger zone as
well as newsmen out of emergen
cy workers’ hair.
Even though he has had to
deal with real-life spills in his
territory, which includes 14
western states and all Pacific
territories, he isn’t deterred.
“ You’ve got to be a little bit
crazy to do this job; 1 love this
job.’’
A worker, John Blow, is being
carried o ff the field, apparently
the victim o f toxics burning into
his skin. But according to the
PIO, “The scene has been seal
ed.” The leaky barrels had been
patched and sealed, but their con
tents are still undetermined.
The exercise is now over, the
seminar drawn to a close. The
students are now critiqued on
th eir perform ance in the
“ emergency,’’ and then they will
Return to their own separate
communities. It is hoped they
how have the knowledge neces$ary to handle a disaster.

TOXIC
From page S
tainerization, and the separation
of explosive materials helps pre
vent a major catastrophe.
What he does worry about,
though, is a “ bloody’’ develop
ing. A bloody is when dangerous
chemicals inside a train car catch
fire, literally turning the car into
a “ huge bomb.’’
Though nothing like that has
happened in San Luis Obispo,
two incidents in April 1981 did
test local officers. The first in
volved a truck on Highway 101,
a road that sees 200 trucks a day
carrying materials which could
pose a health threat. A truck
carrying dichlorapropene and
dichlorapropane
crashed
on
Cuesta Grade, spilling its con
tents into San Luis Creek. There

“ The energy in this class ...
was very good,’’ said Ed Simons,
the leader of CSTl for the past
six m onths. “ The people
(teaching) aren’t professors, but
they challenged them. (The other
class) didn’t seem to grasp the
urgency of the situation.’’
Simons has had extensive
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BEEFING UP A RESUME
Third-party verification exposes cheaters
By Alicia M. Kaplan

^

^

can go all the way through the placement program if
staff Writer
something has been misrepresented, she said.
In the past, Cal Poly has had little or no problems
\ recent nationwide study conducted for Robert
with students cheating on their resumes. But this Half International reported that an average of one
'.-I
different. There are some cases on out of every seven job candidates had lied
campus of students falsifying information in ordersignificantly on resumes or during interviews.
i'“ to land a job.
Many employers are now using the services of the
“ This year at Cal Poly, which is usually straight National Credential Verification Services. In one
and narrow, we’ve started to see some misrepresen- situation NCVS reported falsification of facts in 86
tation,’’ said Placement Center adviser Jeanne percent of the resumes college graduates submitted
ccto.
when applying. Other employers verify education
She said that before this school year resume and experience simply by calling college records ofcheating was nonexistent. This year there have fices and previous employers.
10 cases. Lying about graduation
Debbie Heller, western regional staffing supertaken, degrees received and grade visor for 3M company, said that when the company
averages are examples of misrepresenta- decides to make someone a job offer, an outside
organization has checked an applicant’s information.
There was one case in which a student com- “ Since our screening process is so rigid, by the time
pletely falsified all the information on his resume, the offer is made any discrepancies should already
said Aceto. She said he used someone else’s be weeded out.’’
paperwork and then put his name and address ^
questionable on a resume
on the top. Thts parttcular student was caught
candidates an applicaby the Placement Center.
tion which they have to sign, verifying that all of the
The Placement Center usually hears about "7orma;ion"rs'co^recir ‘■TOs'Ts"an^^^^
Student misrepresentation from either the weeds out the falsehoods. Most of the time if the
recruiter or the company. “ If an offer is pre person had lied on their resume they won’t send the
sented, then we will^ hear about it directly application back to us.’’ She said that if the applicafrom the company,
said Aceto. Students
returned and there is still a discrepancy, then
who_are caught lying on any of their paper- no offer will be made,
work are no longer allowed to participate in Heller called a discrepancy any inconsistent inany of the campus interviews.
formation from resume to interview to application.
Aceto said the tight economy and strict
third-party verification. Jim
career competitiveness of the 1980s may Greenwood, corporate college recruiting and reladrive some students to cheat on resumes, (¡ons for the western region, said the only lying he
“ When the students have to go to these
dates are off by one or two months or
extremes, it’s an indication of a frustra- there’s a slight difference in grade point averages,
tion with the economy.’’ She pointed out “ We always tell the applicant there will be an
that today’s graduates are more in debt authorization to the information,” Greenwood said,
than ever before and
therefore have a “ go this usually scares them away from any
stronger need for a high-paying job.
misrepresenting.”
Aceto said another
pressure is from
Aceto said the Placement Center is primarily conparents. Students are afraid to have to
cerned about placing students on the interviewing
move back home after graduation and face their schedule. The center is afraid that some students
parents if they failed to find a job.
who are not actually qualified are taking up space
Students do not realize that there is no way they that should go to someone who deserves it.

IBM Personal System /2.
The next generation
in personal computing
is here.

With increased speed and storage,
these powerful computers can handle
almost any size job. From the office to the
classroom to your home.
Whether you need a single stand
alone system or a network of com
puters, the IBM* Personal System/2”' offers you the right per
formance at the right price.
Come in today and find out what the future has to offer.
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UNIVERSITY UNION ROOM 220
10:00 A.M. -3:00P.M .

The only full-service complex in town.
One price pays it all. Check if-out....
— A ll utilities paid (m ajor)
— Great F ood Service
— A ctivities
— P o o l/S a u n a s
— M aid Service <
— C oncerned M anagem ent
— Free unlim ited Parking
— C lose to S ch ool

1050 Foothill Blvd.,SLO
544-4540
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INDEPENDENT FURNISHED STUDENT APARTMENTS
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAL POLY!!
OPENINGS IN:
2 Bedroom Townhouse.. .from...

$175.00/m o shared ($160)’
$320.00/mo private ($293)’

2 Bedroom/2 Bath Flats.. .from...

$200.(X)/mo shared ($183)
$350.00/m o private ($320)

Private Studio In A Quiet
Creekside Setting .. .from...

$340.00/mo ($312)*

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS, COUCHES, MINI BLINDS,
LAMPS AND MORE FOR FALL '8711
*Closest housing to Cal Poly
*5 Modern laundry facilities
*Heated Pool
*Private Park and BBQ Area
*Reserved Parking
*Meeting Room
*Convenience store on site for Fall '87

12 month discounted lease rate in parenthesis

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!,
Tour Mustang
Village this spring
& receive a FREE
Hanes Beefy-T Mustang
Village Shirt!!

MON-SAT 8-6
SUN 10-5

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO

IMUfflANG VILLAGE

543-4950
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Backyard canyon is an open canvas fo r design innovation
By

Dianna Callesen

Poly Canyon: for some, it’s a
long hike. For others, it’s a good
place to jog. But for students in
the School of Architecture and
Environmental Design, it’s a
12-acre construction yard.
Students have been designing
and building structures in Poly
Canyon for the past 30 years.
Many of the structures now
standing in the canyon are senior
and class projects done by ar
chitecture students.
The canyon is a unique
resource. Other colleges and
universities have construction
yards, but none as large as Poly
Canyon, said Richard Zweifel,
associate dean of the School of
Architecture and Environmental
Design.
Students don’t have to be
enrolled in architecture to build
in the canyon, but they must
have a faculty adviser.
Before students can begin a
project, a proposal including en
v ir o n m e n ta l
im p a c t
and
economic reports must be sub
mitted to the School of Architec
ture and Environmental Design
Council for preliminary approval.
Proposals must also be submit

SENIOR
1rist
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MONIKA S T O I B E R /S p e ria l to th e Daily

A e ria l v ie w o f D e sig n V illa g e in P o ly C a n yo n d u rin g P oly R oyal

ted to and approved by Zweifel
and the students’ departments.
The proposal process is very
important. It is one way to make
students responsible for their
projects, said Zweifel. Because
p ro jects are not u n iv e rsi
ty-funded, this process also
guarantees that students will
have the resources neccessary to
complete their projects. Al
though there are unfinished
structures in the canyon, the

school is trying to minimize this.
“ It’s OK to see bone piles of ma
terials but we don’t want to leave
the majority of the projects un
done,’’ said Zweifel.
Zweifel said projects are
seldom turned away if the pro
posal is reasonable, if students
have put a lot of thought into it,
and if he believes the project will
be finished. “ The intent is not to
be obstructional, but to increase
responsibility,’’ he explained.

Another factor Zweifel con
siders when approving projects is
the other structures in the can
yon. He likes to see different
things being built; because the
canyon is a limited resource,
variety is important. “ You have
to be comfortable living in a kind
of chaos,’’ he said, because more
learning takes place when stu
dents try new things.
Students also learn about
working together. “ Students are

PORTRAITS

o cioy

1 two aays

usually in competition in class,
but in the real world you have to
work together. Projects help you
realize that,’’ said Ron Schneider,
one of 11 students currently
working on an architectural
engineering project in the can
yon.
Projects usually take a year or
more to go from the initial pro
posal phase to the completed
structure; however, the Archi
tectural Engineering Senior Pro
jects Lab is trying to construct
their cable structure in nine
weeks. In the real world a similar
structure could never be com
pleted in this short period of time
because of permits and other
paperwork that would have to be
filed, said Schneider.
Schneider said the group had a
difficult time getting approval
because of the time frame. The
project is scheduled for con
struction in three weeks.
The students working on this
project, which Schneider called a
good problem, have agreed to
destroy the structure if it is not
completed by the deadline.
The canyon is open to the
public and Zweifel said the
department encourages people to
visit and look at the structures.
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W OODSTOCK’S

A d v a n c e d free-form and
precision c u ttin g by Shannon.

We Deliver 541-4420
1015 Court St. SLO

C hem ical expert, perm , coloring.

(across from Osos St. Subs)

THE GRATEFUL HEAD
S

¿ I- h -

A

L

1435 MONTEREY STREET NEAR CALIFORNIA.

O

SAN LUIS OBISPO

N

(8 0 5 ) 543-2755

\M>‘

SPECIAL

(5 Items for the price of 4)

541-4420

one coupon per pizza

V
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$i .60 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS

^IZ Z A
A-

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS

PIZZA

541-4420
expirese/is/s? gone coupon per pizza

expires 6/15/87
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W
omen’s
track
team
P o ly ’s O rto n a c u t ab o v e th e rest
has five more qualify
By JohnGrennan

Staff Writer
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DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustang Dally

J o h n O rto n is o n e o f th e to p c o lle g e c a tc h e rs in th e n a tio n .

C rew te a m co m p letes
its fin a l p re p a ra tio n s
In its final warmup prior to Humboldt State and UC Davis.
the Pacific Coast Rowing Cham The women battled Davis for se
pionships, the Cal Poly crew cond place throughout the race,
rowed impressively this weekend, but were outsprinted by the Ag
takin g
second
overall
in gies in the last 100 meters.
“ This race shows us what we
Sacramento’s River City Regat
have
to work on for the next two
ta.
Turning in strong perfor weeks. It’ll take some work, but
mances throughout the day. Cal I feel we can do it (beat these
Poly was spearheaded by first- teams),” said Elaine Wood.
In the fastest race of the day,
place finishes in the lightweight
the
men’s varsity heavyweight
women’s eight and the junior
varsity and varsity lightweight crew hammered stroke for stroke
alongside archrival UC Davis on
men’s eight.
The lightweight women edged ly to take second in a time of
past a powerful UC Davis crew in 6 : 10.
The men took a four-seat lead
the final strokes to take first
place by a fraction of a second. over their nemeses at the start
Crossing the line in a time of and held it for 1,200 meters. The
7:14, the women clipped six se- boats then battled head-to-head
for 500 meters before the Davis
* conds off their previous best.
“ This race clearly establishes crew increased its stroke rate
us as first-place contenders at and sprinted to a first-place
the sprints (Pacific Coast Cham finish.
The next two weeks of training
pionships). Beating Davis should
move us up to No. 2 on the West for the Mustangs will focus on
the crew’s final and most impor
Coast,” said Joanne Scott.
In
th e
m en’s
v a r s ity tant race of the year — the
lightweight event, the Cal Poly Pacific Coast Rowing Champion
eight muscled past UC Berkeley ships at Lake Natoma in
in a time of 6:26 to win by open Sacramento.
This event pits Cal Poly
w ater. The ju n io r varsity
lightweight crew cranked out a against such perennial rowing
first-place finish in the final powerhouses as the University of
event of the day, recording a Washington, Oregon State and
UC Berkeley. The Washington
time of 6:34.
In the women’s open eight Huskies are ranked first in sev
event. Cal Poly took third behind eral categories.

If everything goes as ex
pected, Cal Poly catcher John
Orton will join the ranks of
Mustang alumni which include
Ozzie Smith and Mike Krukow.
Orton is considered one of the
top defensive catchers in the na
tion, and Cal Poly assistant
coach Jack Freeland expects
Orton to be taken in the top
three rounds of the upcoming
major league draft.
“ He’s the best (catcher) I’ve
seen in the college ranks,’’ said
Freeland. “ And he definitely has
a shot at playing major league
baseball, mainly because he’s a
catcher. Catchers are at a
premium, because it’s such a
demanding position.’’
Freeland, who played baseball
at Cal Poly with Smith, said
even Ozzie didn’t attract as
many scouts as Orton.
“ Orton has created more in
terest than anybody we’ve ever
had here,’’ he said. “ Even Ozzie
didn’t get drafted until the
fourth round, because there were
questions about his hitting.’’
Orton was recently ranked by
two m agazines. Collegiate
Baseball and Baseball America,
as the 20th and 21st top college
prospect, respectively, in the
country.
“ I was kind of surprised
becaus'' 1 wasn’t there at the
beginning of the season,” said
Orton. “ 1 guess word just gets
around.”
See ORTON, page II

The women’s track team added
five more national qualifiers this
weekend at the 35-team UC Ir
vine Invitational, bringing its
1987 total to 17.
With 17 individuals qualifying
for the national championships,
the Mustangs also have 35 scor
ing positions for the national
meet which will be held later this
month at Southeast Missouri
University.
Leading the Mustangs in the
number of national qualifying
events are hurdler Sharon Han
son, who has qualified in five
events, and Teena Colebrook,
who has qualified in four. Neither
of the two ran this weekend.
Among the latest national
qualifiers are Danielle Sharkey
and Celeste Paquette in the field
events. While Sharkey qualified
in the triple jump with a mark of
39-6V4, Paquette qualified in the
shot put with a throw of 46-1 'A.
Sharkey finished third in her
national-qualifying event, being
outjumped by Karin Grelssor of
UC Irvine (40-3'/4) and Gretchen
Jiles of the Venus track club
(39-11 '/4 ).
Paquette, meanwhile, finished
third in the open shot put to
throwers from the Coast Athletic
track club and Cal State Long
Beach.
The three runners to qualify
this weekend were Gladees
Prieur at 3,000 meters, Noreen
DeBettencourt at 8(K) meters and
Erin Erber in both the 400- and
200-meter events.

All the national qualifying
marks set this weekend were also
personal bests for the Mustang
athletes.
One of the strongest races of
the day was turned in by Prieur
at 3,000 meters. The mid
distance runner won the race by
19 seconds, outdistancing UC
Irvine’s Jennifer Abraham and
Keeley King.
In addition to the several qual
ifying marks, the Mustangs also
had three other runners record
lifetime bests.
Freshman Jessica Johnson
recorded a time of 14.38 in the
100-meter hurdles, while both
Pauline Stehly and Sydney
Thatcher broke lifetime bests at
1,500 meters.
Thatcher finished first in her
heat of the race in a time of
4:39.59, while Stehly finished
fourth in a separate heat with a
mark of 4:36.03.
This weekend the Mustangs
will conclude their conference
season with the conference
championships at Cal State Northridge. Cal Poly, which has won
the last six straight conference
titles, will receive strong com
petition from Cal Poly Pomona
and Cal State Northridge.
The following week Poly will
send two runners to the Pepsi
Invitational at UCLA. While
two-time NCAA champion Cece
Chandler will compete in the
100-meter hurlde race, Colebrook
will run a mile, which will include
Mary Decker Slaney.

SPORTSBRIEFS

Horvath just short of pole vault mark
Pole vaulter Steve Horvath picked up a toss of 199-7 to
broke his lifetime-best mark by finish fifth. It was the first time
more than five inches and came in three weeks Warren had not
within a quarter-inch of tying a broke the 200-foot mark.
school record Saturday at the
Lifetime bests were recorded
Nick Carter Invitational in San by Thad Krebs in the javelin
(165-3) and Tom Halaszynski at
ta Barbara.
The mark of 17-5^4, which 800 meters 1:55.54.
qualifies Horvath for the Divi
sion I national championships,
ranks third among Division II
The men’s tennis team, defen
vaulters this year. The top two ding national champions in
heights are held by vaulters Division II, qualified for the
from Abilene Christian, which as eight-team national champion
a school has won the pole vault ships to be held at Cal State
championship ever since enter Northridge next week.
ing Division II in 1982.
The Mustangs, who were
The Cal Poly record is held by ranked fifth in the last poll,
Tim McDonald, who vaulted finished third in the nation two
17-6 in 1979.
years ago and are entering the
Horvath’s previous 1987 best championships with an overall
was 16-8, a height he cleared at record of 17-11.
the Poly Royal Invitational just
Aside from qualifying for the
over a week ago.
championships as a team, the
Among other strong Cal Poly Mustangs have also qualified
finishes in Santa Barbara were four players for individual com
the 400-meter relay team’s petition.
first-place time of 41.79 and
In singles play. Cal Poly has
Erik Josephson’s third-place
finish in the open 400-meter race qualified Mike Giusto, Rodney
in 49.06. The relay time was Cal Gabuya, Dale Minney and
Poly’s second fastest of the Brendan Walsh.
The four will also play dou
year, but is still shy of the na
bles, with Giusto and Gabuya
tional qualifying mark.
Brant Warren, who last week teaming up and Minney and
threw the javelin 210 feet to be Walsh playing together. Giusto
among the Division II leaders. and Gabuya are ranked third in

the nation.
In addition to the four players
qualifying as individuals, the
Mustangs’ Jim Ault will be first
alternate in singles play.
Receiving
all-conference
honors for the Mustangs are
Giusto, Gabuya, Minney and
Ault.

For the second year in a row
the Cal Poly Wheelmen won
their state championship, this
time picking up a win over UC
Santa Barbara.
The Mustangs’ win comes
over UC Santa Barbara, which
is a young and upcoming team,
and Stanford, which puts most
of its emphasis on sprints and
the A category riders.
The Mustangs, who had trail
ed the Gauchos in points after
last week’s competition in Santa
Barbara, used consistent racing
in each of the categories to pick
up the win.
“ We put as much emphasis on
C riders, which is the developing
category,” said Smith. “ Thai’s
what won us the championships
last year and that’s what won it
for us this year.”
Perhaps the strongest race for
See SPORTSBRIEFS, page 11

ORTON
From page 10
Orton said if he is selected in
the June draft he would rather
sign with a team than wait to try
out for the Olympic team in
1988. He explained he will have
more bargaining power this year
because he’s only a junior and
still has the option of using his
last year of eligibility with the
Mustangs.
He cited the Expos, the Angels
and the Reds as the teams that
have expressed the most interest
in him so far, but Freeland said
every team has sent scouts out
to see him.
Orton also got invited to
return to play for the USA Na
tional team this summer. Last
year Orton was the only nonDivision 1 player selected to the
the national team.
“ Playing for the national team

A STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
NEWSFLASH! NOW ACCEPTING AP
PLICATIONS FOR BOARD DIRECTORS/
OFFICERS IN UU 217 DEADLINE MAY
8th
___________
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Come hear Scott Ridgeway of MACYS
on Tues., 5/5. Join AM A In ARCH
225at 11. Now members welcome!!

I
'

SPORTSBRIEFS
helped me mature as a player by
playing with better players and
facing better pitching,” said Or
ton.
The gained experience showed
as Orton began this season on a
tear, but he has since found
himself in an unfamiliar slump.
“ My problem is when 1 get in a
slump I start thinking about it
too much,” he said.
Orton, who readily acknowl
edges most scouts are interested
in his defensive skills and arm
strength, also posts impressive
offensive statisitics. Slump aside,
Orton is batting .299 and is se
cond on the Mustangs in home
runs with eight and in RBIs with
24. He is also 5-for-5 in stolen
bases, which is just icing on the
cake for a catcher.
After playing several state
all-star teams in 1986, Orton’s

AUTOGRAPH SIGNING
MAY 6TH - 3 TO 4PM - EL CORRAL
YOUR INVITED TO MEET
OCT AVIA BUTLER
ACCLAIMED SCI FI NOVELEST-HUGO
& NEBULA AWARD WINNER-WITH HER
NEW NOVEL “ DAWN" PUB BY WARNER
BOOKS-AVAILABLE FOR SIGNING &
PURCHASE AT A SPECIAL 20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE-SEE YOU THERE

College Republicans

KCPR'S ROCK OF AGES PRESENTS..,

NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICERS
WEDNESDAY MAY 6 AT 6:30
FISCHER SCIENCE RM 287

LIVE IN CONCERT: MAY 14 AT 8PM
Grace Church, SLO Tix:The Parable

COMPOSITES CLUB MEETING
Tues May 12th 7pm Fisher Sci 287 Guest
Speaker from TRW!! Topic: Space Ap
plications for Composite Materials

LAST CHANCE! DON'T FORGET MOMt
SEND HER A BEAUTIFUL ORCHID!
ANYWHERE IN US FOR ONLY $5
ORDER IN UU PLAZA 10-2 TODAY!

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CLUB
Dr. Jim Anderson w ill speak on the Euro
pean Business Environment and Graduate Programs In Europe. Tues. May 5,
6PM BUS-215 ALL MAJ WELCOME

SENIORS!!!
Are you gradution in June? Is
It time to purchase your first
new car? Get straight talk with
out the pressure from a Poly
student who knows! Call Paul at
Rancho Grande Motors 543-4745

LIBERAL ARTS COUNCIL
TODAY TPE ELECTIONS
TUES V
ER 292 4:30
O.H. CLUB MEETING
Most important of the year
(and the last)
Choose next year's club officials
Run for an office!
Wed May 6 7:00 A E 123

Poly Toastmasters
Meeting Tues 5-5 7pmAg138
SAE MEETING TUE MAY 5 RM 13-110
7:00PM RICK DORAN WILL BE SHARING
SIS 3-WHEEL EXPERTISE. NOMINA
TIONS AND FIELD TRIP INFO.
SHPE
Next year's nominations & speeches
Please attend! Thursday 6:00pm MEP
THE SAILING CLUB WANTS YOU!
NEXT MEET SCIE45 8PM 5/6 SLIDES
We're finished Inviting
the Challenge;
Now we're inviting you
to join us!!
SAM
Open to all Majors

ALL SAED STUDENTS-GET INVOLVED
STUDENT COUNCIL POSITIONS ARE
AVAILIABLE ELECTIONS ARE ON MAY
13, APPLICATIONS DUE MAY 5 ALL
WHO ARE INTERESTED GO TO SAED
OFFICE GET INVOLVED AND HAVE
SOME FUN
M e n t io n a r t is t s a n d g r a p h ic
DESIGNERS- WE WANT YOUR SURF
AND TOURIST THEME DISIGNS FOR
OUR NEW T-SHIRT COMPANY 995-2190
ATTENTION ALL PROSPECTIVESDEADLINE FOR APPLICATION FOR
GOLDEN KEY NATIO NAL HONOR
SOCIETY IS MAY 8th! FOR MORE INFO,
COME BY UU PLAZA TUESDAY

BRYAN DUNCAN

SEX,DRUQS, AND ROCK-N-ROLL
If only two of these are important to you
and you're in a technical major with at
least a 3.2 GPA read on! Are you looking
for challenge, travel, and $44,(XX) after 4
yrs? Call 543-1497 for more information.

national team went to Canada for
a tournament, and it was there
Orton reinjured his rotator cuff
and had to return home. The in
jury cut short last year’s season
for him, but he said the shoulder
doesn’t bother him anymore.
“ The scouts look for it (effects
of the injury), too,” said Orton.
“ If they think it has affected you
they just stop showing up.”
Freeland said there were a lot
of questions about Orton’s arm
at the beginning of the year, but
once scouts saw him throw,
questions ceased.
Freeland adds that Orton’s
rocket-arm reputation preceeds
him. “ Our opposition has tried
only about half as many steals
against us as we have on them.
He’s definitely a strong kid,” he
said, of the 6-foot-1, 190-pound
Orton.

KAPPA DELTAS ARE AWESOME
We're With You In Spirit
Good Luck in Greek Week
AOT, Love Your Alumnae

WORDPROCESSING-Senlor P rojects,
Papers. Spell Check. $2/pg. 549-0833.

OX LITTLE SISTERS GREEK WEEK IS
HERE LET'S TAKE IT LIKE A WOMAN!!
LUV INDIA

ALAMO SELF-STORAGE SPRING SALE
$10.00 o ff 1st mths rent any size unit.
Call Tony or Mellie at 541-1433 or drop by
645 Tank Farm Rd.

Sigma Nu,Friday was outrageous, outof-hand, & oh so ORANGEIThanx for an
awesome time! Love, A-PhI

ZETAS ARE EXCITED FOR GREEK
WEEK.ARE YOU?-CATCH OUR SPIRIT!

$CASH r e w a r d !
FOR INFO LEADING TO THE
RECOVERY OF ALUMNI BUTTON
MACHINE-BORROWED 8/86 546-2525
LOST KEYS-ln shoe key keeper behind
main gym-4/27-if found Please call Jeff
541-4007

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 29lbs
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1126

Congratulations to
QALEN THOMAS
on yo urin ititation to
ORDER OF OMEGA
HONORARY FRATERNITY
from your Big Bro, Bob

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn collect, 466-1484 eves.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550

TYPIST

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY NANCY!
Have a great weekend -Paige

FAST SERVICE-EXPERIENCED TYPIST
SENIOR PROJECTS $1.50 PAGE 5410168,543-4000 MESS. CHRIS

Herballfe Independent Distributor Call for
Products Chris 543-8172

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS, CALL
BONNIE 5430520 EVES. _____________

KILLER T-SHIRTS,SWEAT SHIRTS AND
TANK
TO P S
AT T H E
BEACH
WEARHOUSE! THE SEA BARN IN AVILA
BEACH

For typing you can trust, call
susle at 528-7805. Thanks!

Lose 10-29lbs in 30 days Guarantee Call
Chris 543-8172
PREGNANT• NEED HELP?
HAPPILY MARRIED CHILDLESS
COUPLE WISHES TO MEET WITH YOU
CALL COLLECT 408-241-5498

CONGRATULATIONS KATHLEEN THETA
CHI LITTLE SISTERS THINK YOU'RE
AWESOME!!
GREEK WEEK BLOOD DRIVE
Greeks, Give the Gift of Life
Wed & Thur May 6-7 9:00-3:00
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM

BACK TO SCHOOL POSITIONS
Top Fortune 500 company will be hiring
o u ts ta n d in g s tu d e n ts (or stu d e n t
organizations) for on-campus marketing
program. Students w ith a strong interest
In marketlng,advertlslng and public rela
tions ar9 preferred. Students must be
available to work on campus one week
before the beginning o f Fall semester
and during first week of school. Rate of
P a y :$ 5 .0 0 /h o u r
p lu S '
cash
bonuses.Excellent training. Terrific fun
draiser for groups.
GRAD STUDENT/TEACHINQ ASSISTANT
Top Fortune 500 company Is seeking a
Program Supervisor for back-to-school
Marketing program. Must be available to
work on campus one week before the
beginning of the Fall semester and dur
ing the first week of classes. Excellent
pay plus bonus, expenses and profes
sional training.
Contact:
Campus Dimensions,lnc.
2000 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Attn: Ellen Brophy
1-800-592-2121

Copelands Sports
is now accepting applications for full &
part-time positions. Apply In person from
10-4:30, Monday thru Friday at 962
Monterey St in SLO
Earn extra cash Parttime Send SASE TO
Foxtrout Publishings PO BOX 13113 San
Luis Obispo CA 93406

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen • 544-2692

HOUSEKEEPERS-MOTEL 6
Full & P.T. Good Pay Insurance
Paid Vacations Apply In Person
298 Atascadero Rd.

PROF TYPING SERVICE: Word p ro c .r
resumes, etc. P/U & DEL. Fast,
good rates! 489-4025 8am-8pm

IN 10TO 12HRSW KYO UCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-3932

QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Fast/Cheap Revisions Spell Check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049

LIfeguard/CIty of Morro Bay has 3
lifeguard positions for 1987 Summer
Season pick up Application/CIty of M.B.
Personal 505 Harbor St. M.B. 772-1214
Closing date 5-15-87.

R4R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591

Australian Shepard pups 5wks M/F
var. colors PurBred $150 541-4113
Caber Ski Boots for Sale. Womens size 8.
$65. CALL CHERYL at 544-7116

FUND RAISERS FAST CASH EASY SELL
TWO FOR ONE BRUNCH BOOKS 4891430

ZETATAU ALPHA
GET PSYCHED
GREEK WEEK IS HERE!!

Tau Beta Pi
Meeting Tues. 5/5/87 Sci BIgd
North Rm 202

Orton, 21, said if he signs this From page 10
year he expects to spend between the Mustangs was the men’s A
three to five years in the minors.
five-mile time trial, which
Asked where he would like to Sheldon Smith won in a time of
play, he said, “ I don’t really care. 9:55 and Robert Enzerink placed
1 just don’t want to get stuck in third in 10:14.3.
In the B section of the time
an organization behind someone
lr>3l. Cal Poly’s Angelo Guinasso
like Gary Carter.”
“ He’s going in the top 50 finished second.
In both the road race and the
picks,” said Freeland. “ That’s
criterium,
the Mustangs didn’t
what coach (Steve) McFarland
have
quite
the number of highand myself have heard from
various scouts. He should make a placing competitors, but had
substantial amount of money for their races finish in a tight group
to score significant points.
signing.”
The one very strong finish for
Looking ahead to the majors,
the rookie minimum is $62,500 a the Mustangs in the criterium^
year and the average player was turned in by Enzerink who,
after racing in a pack with other
makes over $400,000.
Orton seems excited about his riders, sprinted away and won
chances of playing pro ball, but the men’s A race.
said realistically; “ I won’t have
In the women’s criterium,
any regrets as long as I know 1^ Danielle
Micheletti
finished
gave it my best shot.”
fourth for the Mustangs.

Typing/Word Processing. Campus & 5Cltles P.U. Initial $1.50/page. 481-1011
after 5 or Iv. message.

PART TIME COOK NEEDED FOR CAMPUS ORGANIZATION START FALL
QUARTER 87 CONTACT MARGARET
544-4920 or 544-9932

TYPING WORD PROCESSING: TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, RESUMES, ETC.
544-0528 EVES

WORK STUDY STUDENT
To m onitor microcomputer lab
Assist students using IBM-PC's
Call 546-2131

GET MOWING W/ A SNAPPER MOWER
$150 USED WAS $400 NEW 528-7489

1984 KTM 250 MXC
The ideal hare-scrambles machine.
Perfect mechanical condition.
New Z racing pipe & lots more.
Asking $1000.Tel.541-2455
82 HONDA 450 NIGHTHAWK. GREAT
COND.,LOW MILEAGE. ONLY $800.
CALL SCOTT 541-2199,543-8837

QMC 1/2ton plckup,AT,Alr,ps,PB,mags
stereo,toolbox, $2250 541-03M
1980 MAZDA RX-7 Great condition Inside
and out. Must sell! JIM 541-2541

.. STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
NEWSFLASH! NOW ACCEPTING AP
PLICATIONS FOR BOARD DIRECTORS/
OFFICERS IN UU 217 DEADLINE MAY
8th_________________________________
• y01m1109p070w070l075f05/07hocracttll

APT for lease 6-16-87 to 6 -1 5 ^ . 2 bdrm.
fum for 4. near POLY. $580/mo for year
lease;$650/mo for 10 mo.lease. 543-8517
or 544-5386
BRAND NEW 3 BDRH HSE 1 BLK TO
POLY 2 CAR GARAGE.2 FULL BATHS
MICRO,FRIDG,DISHWASH,STOVE,RMS
FOR RENT INDIVID OR ENTIRE HSE
WHICHEVER PREFER, SUBLEASE FOR
SUM AVAIL CALL 5463007 OR 4594
Great Apt for 2 during summer at Murray
St Station. 1 bdrm,furnlshed,pool,short
walk to Poly,2 rsvd parking.Rent negot
541-1820____________________________
Sublet A Great Studio for This Summer.
Spaclous,Qulet and Very Comfortable
CALL Michael 541-6453
SUMMER RENTAL-2 BEDRM CONOGF*
fMANY XTRAS-FURN $550/mo INCL UTL
NORMA 543-5108 *
____________________ a , -■—---------------------------

2 Bdrm Condo avail for Poly Royal or long
term rent $595 mo. Dan 213^74-7638

BE A HOME OWNER Very nice 3br 13/4
ba. Moble home In a super nice
park.Pool/spa,clubhouse,cable TV Only
$29,900.00 C-21 Wollam Realty Asa Drexler 543-2600 evening
Condos & Homos Information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 546-2319 or 541-3432
Laguna Lake condo for sale;2 bdrm
ond-unlt,frplc,w ash/dry,garage, jacuzzl;Avall Sept 1;Call 541-8803 or (408)7793597 for details
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Bikes a hot item
as thefts increase
to one each day
residence halls and Kennedy
Library, where most occur.
“ We (campus police) can’t be
Bicycle thefts at Cal Poly in
the past few weeks have increas everywhere at once. Students
ed from two a week to one every need to at least call us — anon
day, primarily because of the in ymously if necessary — if they
creasing popularity and value of witness a bike theft,” said Ber
rett. “ There’s just too much
mountain bikes.
apathy right now on the part of
• * “ Most of the bicyles stolen are the students.”
mountain bikes. Two of them
An experiment last year by
taken «the other day were worth Public Safety demonstrated the
over $1,000 together,” said Ray indifference Cal Poly students
B e rrett, P ublic Safety in  display toward bicycle crimes.
vestigator. “ There’s a real During a two-day period, police
market out there for them.”
had a student walk around cam
Berrett believes the bicycle pus with a cable cutter. Although
thieves are part of a “ fairly or the student visibly cut more than
ganized” group. They use cable a dozen bicycle cords, said Ber
or bolt cutters to sever the bicy rett, only two people responded
cle cords. Then they probably sell to his actions. They did nothing
the bikes to others for much less more than ask him what he was
than their value, he said.
doing. “ They never even notified
He suggested bicycle owners us.” he said.
use strong U-shaped locks in
Berrett also warned that it is a
stead of those that can be easily felony to buy a bicycle knowing
cut. Also, students should be it’s stolen. “ (You) could be ar
alert for possible bicycle thefts rested for possession of stolen
on campus, particularly near the property,” he said.

By Diane Zundel

Staff Writer

SENIOR
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CALENDAR
tuesday

5

•Jim Anderson will speak on
the European business environ
ment and MBA programs in
Europe at 6 p.m. today in the
Business Administration and
Education Building Room 215.
The talk is sponsored by the In
ternational Business Club.
•Poet and painter Jose Mon
toya will present a poetry recital
at Cal Poly as part of the Cinco
de Mayo festivities tonight at 7
in Fisher Science Hall Room 287.
At noon today, Montoya will
present a slide show on Chicano
art in the Science Building Room
E-26. Both programs are free and
open to the public.
•Gwen McNamara Leonard
will discuss “ Summer of My Car
ing” as part of the Multi-Cultural
Center’s travel series, at 11 a.m.
in University Union Room 217D.

•Proofs teady m two days

"UU Room 21 8"
--8am .to 5pm
--May 5-17th ONLY

, Our 3- and 4- Private Bedroom
Apartments...
...are rtow renting for the 1987-’88 Contract Year. Priorities given to
those groups of 3 or 4 who appiy together. Submit your appiications
today so we can accomodate your first choicel Limited singie
openings aisoavaiiable.
.

m

Wednesday 6

•A
n a tio n a l
s a te llite
teleconference on interactive
video design will be held Wed
nesday at 4 p.m. in University
Union Room 208. “ Interactive
’87” will feature David Hon and
Jan Sircus, awarding-winning
•Former UC Santa Cruz stu authorities in interactive video
dent Gwen McNamara Leonard design. The conference is spon
will present a slide show on her sored by Audiovisual Services,
experierences working at an or the International Interactive
phanage in Tijuana today at 11 Communications Society and
in University Union Room 217D. Chico State.
The presentation is part of the
•Science fiction writer Octavia
Multi-Cultural Center’s spring Butler will speak on “ Creating
workshop series.
Brave New Worlds and Brand
New Fantasies: Blacks, Women
•The Cal Poly Financial and Science Fiction” Wednesday
Management Association will night at 7 in San Luis Lounge in
p re s e n t
sp eak er
D o u g las
Thompson today at 11 in Room the University Union. The Cal
D istinguished
Afro206 of the Business Administra Poly
American
Speakers
Program
is
tion and Education Building.
sponsoring.
Thompson, head of Longford
•Greek Week continues with
Development, a multi-million
Greek
Sing at 6 p.m. Wednesday
dollar venture capital firm in San
in
Chumash
Auditorium.
Francisco, will discuss various
Contributions fo r Calendar
aspects of finance, venture capi
tal, acquisitions and develop must be received by noon two
ment.
days prior to the event.

CA L POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO
ASI FILMS COMMITTEE
IN ASSOCIATION W ITH

■ la s t time on Campus ■" * Photo Packages from $?6 to .h"G5

Make your appointment NOW:

•Robert Ward, instructional
support technician in biological
s c ie n c e s ,
w ill
d isc u ss
“ Microcomputer User Groups:
How, When, What, Where,
Who?” as part of the Computers
at Noon lecture series, Tuesday
at noon in the Staff Dining
Room.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
PRESENTS

GM

AUTO EXPO

exclusive Student Residence

G A I^ D C N

200 N. Santa Rosa St.
I San Luis O bispo, CA

A.PA.I3TMENTS ;544-7007
DATE:

MAY19&20
PLACE:

UNIVERSITY UNION PLAZA
T IM E :

Carnation arrangement including one
| i to wear and potpourri sachet - $7.50
5,

r

4 inch color bedding plants
2 for .89<

“to fKV AAWt
MiO
•iCSM.

uociAibr

Poly Plant
and Floral
5 4 6 -1 1 0 6
O pen N ' F 1 2 - 4 pm
S a t. 9 am - 5 pm

9:00 A.M.—3:00 P.M.
WIN A VCR
By attending your school’s GM Aulo Expo event, you can be eligible to win a
VCR courtesy of Cknerai Motors. Just fill out an entiy form and drop it in the
box marked “GM Auto Expo.” The winning entry will be drawn at the end of
the GM Airfo Expo event. No purchase is necessary to enter or win. Winner
need not be present. Good hick!
•I9B6 SANYO VHR #2750 Video Cassette Recorder (retail value $475)

General Motors..'.'sharing your future”

